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but ruling families in different times and places have not always been so understanding about their own offspring. royal incest is not only forbidden but simply not tolerated. one exception was the ancient greek king cleisthenes' late brother. during the reign of king agis iv, his nephew cleisthenes tried to orchestrate a coup. the king
and his wife approached the athenian military and invited cleisthenes to become their son-in-law. from this union, agis' son would be legally his nephew. the union would also benefit agis' heirs. agis' children with cleisthenes would be the king's true heirs, as theirs were. but cleisthenes was not a man to be bribed by a king's offer of

political power. he had his own plan. he rivalled the king by proposing that each year the state should select one man and one woman. at the end of their reigns, these two would marry, thus ensuring their line on the throne. the former king was not impressed with cleisthenes' cunning plan. he had set up the selection process himself
in a bid to avert his nephews growing power. he put his wife's cousin into his spot in the line of succession and had cleisthenes imprisoned. the king hoped that his move would silence the champion of royal in-breeding. but cleisthenes was not finished. he escaped from prison and, with the support of the navy, went on the rampage. he

murdered the king and his son in a brazen palace attack. the upshot was that his nephew's descendants would rule over greece. it is unknown whether cleisthenes really intended to see his plan come to fruition. but he had finally defeated the king's nephew, who ultimately died of apoplexy after drinking wine. cleisthenes then
ascended the throne.
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in ancient egypt, concubines, the divorced, and women from foreign kingdoms were often chosen as tut's mother and sisters. egypt's outbreeding program also exposed its royals to novel diseases. not only did tut's mother bear him a set of identical twins, known as fraternal twins, but she also bore him a set of identical twin
grandsons, known as identical twins. this enabled the pharaoh's succession to be contested by half-brothers or full-brothers, even though tut came from a royal line stretching back to the very beginning of egypt's history. in two recent studies of human populations, svante pääbo, an anthropologist at the max planck institute for

evolutionary anthropology in leipzig, germany, and his colleagues, concluded that humans began evolving from a common parent before the separation of the human and neanderthal lineages. for reasons they could not explain, these scientists assumed that incest between neanderthals and anatomically modern humans occurred
"too recently to have left any biological trace." but now that the taboo seems to have originated in a parent-offspring conflict, pääbo and his colleagues hypothesized that the dividing impulse was triggered by the shift from one generation to the next, which led to a conflict between the children of first-pair parents and those of third-

pair parents. if so, the primal aversion to incest may have triggered the split between humans and neanderthals. that split must have occurred tens of thousands of years ago. the human line had time to multiply and develop to fill the world but remained physically isolated from neanderthal cousins until well after the two species
evolved. then, about 250,000 years ago, anatomically modern humans, who were already separated from neanderthals, came into contact with their distant genetic cousins. 5ec8ef588b
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